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Jewelry can be playful fun, a sensual invitation to delight the eye, a tactile toy interacting with
the wearer or a pawn in a delectable game of love... Flirtatious or just pure style, the choice is
yours…
Crystallite ring :
A hand-folded sphere turns into a spectacular jewelry ring for special moments. A glittering
diamond pavé surface brings out the crystalline appeal of this ring particularly well. Worn on
the hand, Crystallite reveals new dimensions: eccentric, playful, carefree – and always
steadfast.
Topia and Crystallite boutons: a new, casual accessory for HIM
A small flower, a crystalline form: A jewelry for men who wish to underline their personal
style in a sophisticated, casual manner.
Performance in color: Life is a performance
The durable inner heart of gray gold forms the core of Performance Color and defines its
form. A tender skin of gold in Warm Yellow, Classic Red, Spring Green, or Sand Gray gently
covers it, while leaving freedom for change. Over time, the soft outside will pick up traces of
wear, giving the ring its individual form: it forges itself over and over again, every day.
During Paris Design Week, the gallery will showcase also graphic pieces by:
Florence Croisier, John Moore, Karola Torkos and Yael Sonia

Over more than 135 years, the Niessing manufactory studio has been acquiring a wealth
of experience in handling precious metals. This tradition is expressed in the interplay
between skillful craft and contemporary technology. The process of designing with
precious metals is an art that makes design tangible .

The Elsa Vanier Gallery sets out to promote the profoundly cultural dimension of the jewelry designed by
artists, who have chosen rare, precious or fascinating materials to express their art.
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